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CERTIFICATIONS
 Woman Owned Small Business (WOSB)

Woman Business Enterprise
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

Nashville Unified WBE-DBE Certification
DUNS# 009321055

NAICS Code 321991
CAGE Code 1QGZ5

COMPANY DATA

VALUE PROPOSITION
Our technology and experienced staff
enables MBSI to execute an interactive
and strategic preconstruction plan using
project management methodologies
while providing exemplary customer
experience. 
MBSI buildings are designed for energy
efficiency,  longevity and aesthetics. 
Our team believes in always doing what
is right starting with open communication
while keeping  safety as a top priority.
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Modular Building Systems International

C A P A B I L I T I E S  S T A T E M E N T

CUSTOM MODULAR BUILDINGS 
MBSI is leading the change in the custom modular building industry
throughout the southeast by being a major contributor to improved
quality standards, product development and impeccable service. We have
the knowledge and capabilities to provide our services to different sectors
in the industry including government contracts, SCIF buildings, healthcare
buildings, administrative & commercial spaces, dormitories,  academic &
institutional facilities and hospitality construction. 

INFLEET MODULAR WORK SPACES 
MBSI provides high end, energy efficient temporary/ fleet buildings for
immediate workspace solutions. We can meet any space needs from single
buildings to multiunit modular complexes. Spaces can be configured to
meet any of  our customers' needs in different sectors such as
construction sites, administrative offices, educational facilities etc.  We
offer turnkey services for the convenience of our customers as well as
provide additional services such as ramps, decks, awnings, canopies
skirting,  low voltage electrical, plumbing and FFE solutions.

WORK CAPABILITIES

PAST PERFORMANCE
150,000 SQ FT Modular Clear Span Workspace for Owner,
Architects & CMAR’s Direct-Orlando International
Airport/GOAA
5,000 SQ FT MRI/CT Scan Medical Center UAF/ Shand’s
Hospital
55,000 SQ FT Flight Control tower/Academic Buildings
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University

Modular Building Systems International (MBSI) is a woman owned
limited liability company established April 10, 2000. The MBSI
corporate office is located in Winter Garden, Florida with a remit
address in Clermont Florida. Additionally, MBSI has a second branch in
Nashville, Tennessee to better serve the southeastern region of the US.
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